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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of the Supplementary Planning Document

1.1.1

This Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) outlines how land at Radbourne Lane,
Mackworth, identified for housing development in policy H1d of the adopted Amber Valley
Borough Local Plan 2006, should be developed as part of a sustainable master planning
process.

1.1.2

This document sets out the Council’s vision for a comprehensive and sustainable development
scheme and will act as guidance for developers in the preparation and submission of any
planning application for the site.

1.1.3

The SPD has been prepared with the full involvement of Miller Homes, the prospective
developer of the site and has been subject to public consultation specifically targeted towards
local residents within the parishes of Mackworth and Kirk Langley in Amber Valley and within
Mackworth and Mickleover Wards in Derby City.

1.2

Need for the SPD

1.2.1

Development briefs are an established means within the planning system for providing detailed
guidance on how specific sites shall be developed and phased. The Council has made a
number of commitments to preparing development briefs in the adopted Amber Valley Borough
Local Plan 2006 and in the case of land at Radbourne Lane, has resolved to prepare a
development brief in the form of an SPD and has included this within the Local Development
Scheme for Amber Valley.

1.2.2

The development brief:
• enables the Borough Council to set out in more detail the requirements for the future use
and development of the site and establish a clear basis for discussions and negotiations
with developers;
• adds weight to the relevant policies of the adopted Local Plan and ensure that development
is in accordance with regional and national planning policies;
• provides an opportunity for the public to comment on and influence how the site should be
brought for development;
• gives greater certainty to the Borough Council and the local community as to the form and
scale of development of the site, prior to any planning applications being determined; and
• will reduce time delay to the planning process due to conflict of concepts or requirements.

1.3

Vision for the Site

1.3.1

The key objectives of the Local Plan which relate to development at this site are set out below:
• to ensure that development reflects the principles of sustainable development including the
integration of a residential development and transport to reduce the need to travel;
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• to increase the supply of housing including affordable housing;
• to reflect the principles of community safety by contributing towards reducing crime,
nuisance and disorder and addressing the fear of crime;
• to protect and enhance the environment, including in relation to landscape, biodiversity and
built heritage;
• to ensure that development reflects the principles of good design;
• to ensure that development is accessible by all sections of the population, including people
with disabilities;
• to secure the provision of or financial contributions towards infrastructure and community
benefits in conjunction with development.
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2

Site and Context

2.1

Site Location

2.1.1

The site is located approximately 4.5km to the west of Derby city centre and covers an area of
approximately 21 hectares to the south of the A52.

2.1.2

Radbourne Lane and Mackworth Estate creates a prominent built edge along the eastern
boundary of the site. Skitteridge’s Wood situated along a ridgeline, forms the northern
boundary of the site, within which a distinctive water tower landmark and covered reservoir are
located. To the west the site is bordered by open agricultural land and to the south, agricultural
land and Mackworth Fields Farm, a cluster of former farm buildings now utilised as dog
kennels.

2.1.3

Radbourne Lane links to the A52 (Ashbourne Road) approximately 0.8km north east of the site.
The B5020, accessible from the south west corner of the site, runs north to connect to the A52
and south to Mickleover. The site is located approximately 5.8km from the nearest railway
station (Derby Railway Station) and 18km from East Midlands Airport. The nearest motorway
junction is the M1 Junction 25, 16.8km from the site.

Figure 1: Site Location

2.2

Topography and Landscape Character

2.2.1

The site is relatively flat but there is a flat-topped ridgeline just outside the site to the north
west, which falls away to the north east and north west and more gently to the south east into
the site itself.
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2.2.2

The Derbyshire Landscape Character Assessment, undertaken by Derbyshire County Council,
provides a detailed characterisation of the landscape in Derbyshire. The development site falls
into the Settled Farmlands Character Area. Among other characteristics, this area is defined
by gently undulating to rolling lowland; small woodland blocks, scattered oak and ash trees
along hedgerows and extensive ridge and furrow. The Countryside Agency Landscape
Character Area is defined as Needwood and South Derbyshire Claylands (no. 68). This also
refers to the area being predominantly pasture with good hedges but some areas of more open
arable with low hedges. Historic parks and country houses are also identified.

2.3

Land Use and Vegetation

2.3.1

Most of the site area is in agricultural use, comprising five arable fields with a small area of
pasture used for grazing horses in the north eastern corner. The majority of the vegetation
cover associated with the site is related to the field boundaries, comprising well-managed
hedgerows and occasional mature hedgerow trees.

2.3.2

Skitteridge’s Wood is approximately 700 metres in length. From the eastern end, the first 450
metres of the wood is approximately 40 metres in depth and forms an impenetrable visual
barrier. The western most 250 metres is narrower, at approximately 15 metres, although it
does form a continuous band of vegetation 10-12 metres in height.

2.3.3

The Bonnie Prince Charlie footpath, a designated Public Right of Way, crosses the site
approximately north east to south west parallel to Radbourne Lane and passes adjacent to
Mackworth Fields Farm as shown on Figure 3.

2.3.4

Figure 2 below shows the site in its context. It identifies the urban areas of Mackworth to the
east and Mickleover to the south together with surrounding agricultural land. In addition, the
proximity of the site to areas of public open space, wildlife designations, Conservations Areas,
Scheduled Ancient Monuments and the adjacent Setting for Kedleston Registered Historic Park
and Garden are also shown.
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Figure 2: Site Context
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3

Policy Framework

3.1.1

The following policies, guidance and other requirements will need to be considered by the
Council in determining any planning applications for development of the site.

3.2

National Guidance/Requirements

3.2.1

There is a range of national policy guidance in the form of Planning Policy Guidance Notes
(PPG’s) and Planning Policy Statements (PPS’s) of relevance to this site. These are listed in
Appendix 1.

Environmental Impact Assessment
3.2.2

An Environmental Statement will be required under the Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) (England and Wales) Regulations 1999 in support of any
planning application in relation to the site. A Scoping Opinion will need to be agreed in
advance with the Council prior to the submission of a Statement. Specific assessments
relating to matters such as air quality, land contamination, noise, traffic, ecology, archaeology,
heritage, landscape and visual impact are likely to be required as part of any application or
through the EIA process. These assessments are likely to require field investigation, mitigation
and monitoring. As part of this submission, a Landscape and Visual Assessment will also be
required.

3.3

The Development Plan

3.3.1

The current Development Plan relating to land at Radbourne Lane comprises the Regional
Spatial Strategy (RSS8), The Derby and Derbyshire Joint Structure Plan (2001) and the Amber
Valley Borough Local Plan (2006). The relevant draft Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS8),
adopted Structure Plan and Local Plan policies are attached at Appendices 2-5 respectively.

3.3.2

The Amber Valley Borough Local Plan will be saved as part of the development plan until at
least April 2009 but will be progressively replaced by new Development Plan Documents
(DPD’s) as set out in the Local Development Scheme (LDS) programme for Amber Valley.

3.3.3

Policies within the City of Derby Local Plan Review (2006) are also of relevance as the site lies
immediately adjacent to the boundary of Amber Valley with Derby City. The City of Derby
Local Plan Review will be saved as part of the development plan until at least February 2009
but will be progressively replaced by new Development Plan Documents (DPD’s) as set out in
the Local Development Scheme (LDS) programme for Derby.

Regional Planning Guidance
3.3.4

Regional planning guidance is set out in RSS8 (adopted March 2005) and the draft revised
version of the RSS8, which is now a material consideration and forms part of the development
plan for Amber Valley. The relevant current draft RSS8 policies are attached at Appendix 2,
with the relevant current RSS8 policies attached at Appendix 3.
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Derby and Derbyshire Joint Structure Plan
3.3.5

Housing Policy 9 of the adopted Derby and Derbyshire Joint Structure Plan makes provision for
8700 additional dwellings in Amber Valley between 1991-2011. The adopted Amber Valley
Borough Local Plan identifies land to meet this requirement.

3.3.6

The site falls within the Derby Sub Area of the Joint Structure Plan. The Local Plan identifies
that a requirement for 860 additional dwellings within this Sub-Area for the period to 2011, as at
1 April 2005.

3.3.7

A limited number of policies in the Joint Structure Plan will be saved until the adoption of the
revised East Midlands Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS8). The only relevant saved policy in
relation to land at Radbourne Lane is Housing Policy 9.

Amber Valley Borough Local Plan
3.3.8

Policy H1d of the Amber Valley Borough Local Plan allocates land at Radbourne Lane for new
residential development. The policy states that:
Planning permission will only be granted for new housing development at Radbourne Lane,
Mackworth, as shown on the Proposals Map, if the proposals are part of a comprehensive
development scheme in accordance with an approved development brief for the site. Any
proposals will need to:
a) retain important trees, woodland and other key landscape features and provide
additional landscaping and other measures to mitigate the environmental impact of
development;
b) retain existing rights-of-way within the site and provide additional footpath/cycleway
links to and from the site;
c) provide improvements to the surrounding highway network, including at the junction of
the A52 Ashbourne Road with Radbourne Lane;
d) provide improvements to public transport infrastructure;
e) provide local shopping, educational, health and other community facilities as
necessary;
f)

provide improvements to land drainage infrastructure.

3.3.9

The site is allocated for a maximum of 600 dwellings.

3.3.10

There are also a number of other policies in the Local Plan of relevance to the site. These are
set out at Appendix 5.
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3.4

Other Relevant Plans and Strategies
Supplementary Planning Documents

3.4.1

The Council has adopted a number of Supplementary Planning Documents as part of the Local
Development Framework for Amber Valley. The Council will take the following SPD’s into
account in considering any planning application for land at Radbourne Lane.
• Development and Recreational Open Spaces – this SPD supports the implementation of
policies LC1-2 in the Borough Local Plan. The SPD will be informed by the findings of the
Borough-wide Open Spaces Assessment, completed in 2005.
• Provision of Affordable Housing through the Development Process – this SPD provides
guidance to support the implementation of policies H10 and H11 of the Local Plan. It is
informed by the findings of the latest Borough-wide Housing Needs Survey, completed in
2005. Within all developments over 15 dwellings, the SPD seeks to ensure that 30% of the
total number of dwellings are provided in the form of affordable housing with a tenure mix of
90% social rented affordable housing and 10% intermediate affordable housing.
• Design for Community Safety – this SPD will provide guidance to support the
implementation of Policy LS2 of the Borough Local Plan.
• Residential Development – this SPD provides guidance to support the implementation of
policies LS1, LS3, H3-6, H12, EN2 and EN3 of the Borough Local Plan.

Amber Valley Housing Strategy
3.4.2

The latest version of the Amber Valley Housing Strategy, covering the period 2005-2010, sets
out the Council’s priorities for housing in Amber Valley. These priorities include affordable
housing, safer communities and decent homes. Development at Radbourne Lane will need to
be consistent with these priorities.

Amber Valley Environmental Strategy
3.4.3

The Amber Valley Partnership has recently adopted an Environmental Strategy. The Strategy
sets out three priorities for the Borough, namely a) energy/climate change; b) material
resources/waste and c) the physical landscape including the street scene and public spaces.
Development at Radbourne Lane will need to be consistent with these priorities, by:
• incorporating measures to improve energy efficiency in buildings and processes and to use
water efficiently;
• minimising waste generation and maximising the recycling of materials; and
• protecting and enhancing the physical landscape within the site and increasing access to
public open space.

Community Strategy
3.4.4

The Amber Valley Community Strategy which has been adopted by the Amber Valley
Partnership, covers the period 2006-09. The Strategy contains a number of key themes and
sets out priorities, actions and targets under each of these themes.
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3.4.5

Development at Radbourne Lane will need to be consistent with the key themes in the
Community Strategy, as follows:
• Safer Communities – by ensuring that the layout of buildings and open space is designed to
minimise both the risk of crime and the fear of crime;
• Children & Young People – by providing or making appropriate financial contributions
towards children’s play areas, playing pitches and other facilities for young people;
• Healthier Communities & Older People – by providing or making appropriate financial
contributions towards health facilities;
• Sustainable Housing – by providing a diverse range of size, type and tenure of housing to
meet the varying needs of the population; providing a range of housing densities to
maximise the efficient use of land whilst safeguarding the quality of the living environment;
• Sustainable Environment – by protecting and enhancing the quality of the environment,
including by protecting important areas of biodiversity, trees, hedgerows and woodland.

Derby Joint Local Transport Plan
3.4.6

3.4.7

The Derby Joint Transport Plan covers the period 2006-2011. It is a joint plan produced by
Derby City Council and Derbyshire County Council and includes a vision for transport in Derby
City and the surrounding areas. The vision has ten overarching objectives:
•

To manage the transport network effectively to provide network efficiency, reduce
unnecessary delays, and facilitate economic activity;

•

To maintain and improve the transport infrastructure;

•

To maintain and improve accessibility to facilities and services for pedestrians, cyclists
and bus users, and particularly for disadvantaged people;

•

To reduce road traffic accident casualties, particularly for vulnerable road users and
disadvantaged communities;

•

To maintain and improve transport and community safety and security, including
reducing perceived danger;

•

To promote and encourage healthier and more sustainable travel choices;

•

To enhance air quality in the Derby Joint LTP area, particularly within the Air Quality
Management Areas;

•

To contribute towards reducing the UK's transport impact on climate change;

•

To develop and maintain a combined land use and transport system that provides good
access to key facilities and services for all residents and visitors to the Derby Joint LTP
area, particularly those from disadvantaged communities; and

•

To improve environmental conditions for communities in the Derby Joint LTP area by
reducing the adverse effects of transport and enhancing the sense of place through
greater social interaction and natural surveillance.

Development at Radbourne Lane will need to assist in meeting these objectives and the
Transport Assessment, to include a Travel Plan, should identify the contribution the site can
make.
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4

Site Analysis – Constraints and Opportunities

4.1.1

There are a number of constraints to achieving a comprehensive sustainable development at
Radbourne Lane but also a number of opportunities to improve the range of infrastructure and
community benefits both for occupiers of new dwellings and existing residents within the vicinity
of the site. The key constraints and opportunities are outlined below and annotated on Figures
3 and 4 overleaf.

Noise
4.1.2

There is potential for noise disturbance and pollution from a number of sources adjacent to the
site, namely Radbourne Lane, the reservoir and the dog kennels. This will need to be
managed carefully in any development proposals. Appropriate mitigation could include
additional planting, bunding, noise fences or the provision of a green corridor. Any measures
proposed should be appropriate to the location and adjacent uses particularly in terms of visual
impact on the character of the landscape.

Landscape
4.1.3

A number of lengths of hedgerow within and adjoining the site qualify as ‘important’ under
Criterion 5(a) of the Hedgerow Regulations (1997) for their historical value. These are
identified on the Sites Constraints Plan, Figure 3. Within the hedgerows there are a number of
mature trees including 13 oak and 5 ash trees which may provide opportunities for roosting
bats, nesting birds and a range of invertebrates.

4.1.4

Despite the presence of hedgerows on the western boundary, the topography of the site results
in long views into the site from this direction. This will require reinforcement with additional
native shrub and tree planting.

4.1.5

Skitteridges Wood plays an important role in the landscape by providing a screen which will
mitigate the impact of any development on the setting of Kedleston Hall Historic Park and
Garden. However, this will need to be re-inforced to ensure that planting on the northern
boundary is of a consistent depth.

Historic Environment
4.1.6

The land identified for development lies adjacent to the area identified by the Local Plan as the
setting for Kedleston Hall Historic Park and Garden. Skitteridges Wood defines the southern
extent of this designation.

4.1.7

There are no Scheduled Ancient Monuments, Listed Buildings or historic battlefields within, or
in the vicinity of the site.

4.1.8

In preparing a planning application, developers should consult the County Historic Environment
Record at an early stage, in accordance with PPG16.

Ecology
4.1.9

An ecological survey of the site, including a Desk Study and extended Phase I Habitat Survey
was undertaken in July 2006. The desk study shows that there are no statutory or nonstatutory wildlife sites within or adjacent to the site and that development should not adversely
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affect any wildlife sites in the vicinity of the site. There are four County Wildlife sites nearby,
the closest of which is approximately 200 metres from the site boundary. There are also no
records of Protected Species (under the Habitat Regulations) within the site.
4.1.10

A Bat Activity Survey and Tree Assessment was undertaken during the months of March, June
and July 2007. The survey recorded only common pipstrelle bats on the site. In terms of the
suitability of trees to support roosting bats, mature trees T13, T22 and T23, contained few
obvious features and were assessed to be of low potential for roosting bats. The majority of
other mature trees present in the hedgerows both within and forming the boundaries of the site
are considered to have a moderate to high potential to support roosting bats. There are also a
number of mature trees in Skitteridge’s Wood which may offer habitats for bats.

4.1.11

The hedgerows offer nesting and foraging opportunities for a variety of invertebrates, small
mammals and birds. Small numbers of a variety of birds typical of farmland and woodland
habitats were recorded during the Phase I Habitat Survey. The majority of these species are
likely to breed within or adjacent to the site (for example within Skitteridge’s Wood).

4.1.12

A winter bird survey was undertaken between January and March 2007 and a bird breeding
survey was carried out during April and June 2007. From the survey, the site is assessed to be
of some local value for its bird assemblage given the presence of a number of UK BAP priority
species which occur in low numbers within the site.

4.1.13

The ecological survey recommends that it may be possible to partially offset the impacts which
could arise through the proposed development of the site through landscape design which both
safeguards and complements the exiting features of ecological interest. This would involve
wherever possible maintaining the existing links between mature trees and woodland through
functional network of hedgerows and by buffering Skitteridge’s Wood from the proposed
development. It could also include the creation of wider “wildlife-friendly” verges/field margins
at the base of retained hedgerows and also additional woodland and scrub planting in
appropriate locations within the proposed development scheme.

4.1.14

In accordance with habitat regulations any disturbance to existing hedgerows or mature trees
must avoid the bird-breeding season.

Trees
4.1.15

A tree survey of the site to British Standard 5837:2005 was carried out in December 2006. The
survey identified a number of mature trees both within the hedgerows and within the fields. 16
out of the 23 trees surveyed are Oak trees with the remainder Ash, Maple and Cherry Plum.

4.1.16

From the survey it was apparent that the trees within the site have not been proactively
managed for a number of years and several are in extremely poor condition. Trees protected
under Tree Preservation Orders would normally be expected to be retained and incorporated
into the design of any development scheme where possible. All trees covered by a TPO are
considered to be Category A (trees of high quality and value) or B (trees of moderate quality
and value), with the exception of two trees located on the eastern boundary. These are
considered to be structurally defective and decayed with one of the trees posing a risk of
collapse into the road and requiring removal irrespective of any development proposals, whilst
the other tree is unsuitable in its current form to be incorporated into a development layout.
The Council will require all trees that are the subject of a Tree Preservation Order, but have to
be felled, to be replaced with semi mature trees of the same species, in a location to be
agreed.
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4.1.17

The tree survey, along with the ecological report, should be used to assist in the overall form
and design of development. Root protection areas for Category A and B trees (those
considered to be of high and moderate quality and value) have been indicated on the
Constraints Plan. These are the minimum areas that should remain undisturbed around any of
the trees to be retained as part of the development.

Contamination, Flood Risk and Drainage
4.1.18

A Phase 1 Desk Study of geotechnical aspects of the development has been carried out. This
has indicated a likely absence of contamination although further assessment needs to be
carried out by direct investigation and examination of the ground. If this confirms that the site
may be affected by contamination, a risk assessment will need to be undertaken and submitted
to the Council in support of any planning application.

4.1.19

A Flood Risk Scoping Study was undertaken in September 2005 and the requirements for a
Flood Risk Assessment have been outlined. The site is in an area where the risk of flooding
from rivers is estimated as a less than a 1 in 1000 year event. In terms of flooding from other
sources (e.g. drainage ditches), the Environment Agency has confirmed that the site is within
an area with less than 0.1% annual chance of flooding.

4.1.20

Sustainable drainage methods will be required to satisfactorily manage flood risk in the new
development and beyond the site.

Public Rights of Way and Cycleways
4.1.21

The Bonnie Prince Charlie footpath running north-east to south-west through the site will need
to be retained and enhanced within any development scheme, to provide a footpath/cycleway
route to modern standards.

4.1.22

The Borough Council will require a financial contribution towards the improvement of existing
footpaths, cycleways and/or crossing facilities outside the site to enable pedestrians and
cyclists to access the wider footpath/cycleway network.

Public Transport
4.1.23

A bus service currently operates along Radbourne Lane, with a bus stop provided at the site
frontage. This service is provided by Glover and runs a single return trip to Derby on a Tuesday
and Friday. There are 2 existing bus stops for this service, one is located on Radbourne Lane
opposite Moorgate and the other opposite Station Road. Both are within a 10 minute walk of
the furthest point within the site.

4.1.24

Additionally there are two bus services operating from the Mackworth Estate to the east of the
site. Both of these services run every 10-15 minutes during the day into Derby City centre, a
journey of approximately 20 minutes. The bus stop is located on Prince Charles Avenue
adjacent to Lombard Street. Access is via Mayfair Crescent, Dulwich Road and Moorgate, less
than a 5 minute walk from the site boundary at Radbourne Lane.

Utilities
Water Supply
4.1.25

The water supply to serve the development can be taken from Severn Trent Water mains
running along Radbourne Lane.
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Electricity/Gas/Telephone
4.1.26

Extensions to and upgrades of overhead electricity cables are likely to be necessary to serve
the site and will also require the establishment of substations.

4.1.27

In terms of gas, the nearest main with sufficient capacity to feed the new development, is a
Medium Pressure main located 13m from the site boundary.

4.1.28

The development will be required to install the telecom infrastructure within the confines of the
site outside the site boundary. British Telecom have confirmed they will install necessary
infrastructure.

Existing Community Facilities
4.1.29

The site falls within the catchment areas of Kirk Langley Primary School (primary education)
and Ecclesbourne School (secondary education) within the village of Duffield. It is anticipated
that the scale of development at Radbourne Lane will require a financial contribution towards
the enhancement of existing facilities at these two schools. The developer will be required to
liaise closely with the Borough Council, Derbyshire County Council and Derby City Council as
educational authorities on school provision.

4.1.30

Local shopping and medical facilities are available in Mackworth and Mickleover, to the east
and south of the site within Derby City.

4.1.31

Existing sports facilities are located adjacent to the Mackworth Lane / Station Road junction,
again within Derby City.

4.1.32

The Transport Assessment should address how movements between the site and existing
community facilities in the locality will be made by non-car modes.
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Figure 3: Constraints Plan
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Figure 4: Opportunities Plan
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5

Design and Development Requirements

5.1

Affordable Housing and Dwelling Mix

5.1.1

In accordance with policy H10 of the Borough Local Plan and adopted Supplementary Planning
Document Provision of Affordable Housing through the Development Process the tenure mix
for the affordable housing will need to reflect the findings of the latest Borough-wide Housing
Needs Survey (2005).

5.1.2

It is expected provision will be made for 30% affordable housing units as set out in the Borough
Councils Affordable Housing SPD. The Council will expect the affordable housing to comprise
90% social rented housing and 10% intermediate affordable housing, although the precise
arrangements for the provision of affordable housing within the site, in particular tenure split,
will need to be negotiated at the planning application stage.

5.1.3

The design and location of affordable housing within the development should be the same as
market housing and ‘pepperpotted’ throughout the development site.

5.2

Local Shopping and Community Facilities

5.2.1

The Borough Council will require land to be made available within the site to accommodate
new local shopping facilities.

5.2.2

The Borough Council will only consider such land for residential use if after a reasonable length
of time (to be defined by a condition on a planning application or within a section 106
obligation) clear evidence is submitted that demonstrates that every possible effort has been
made to offer the land for sale or rent at a reasonable fixed price on the open market for local
shopping facilities.

5.2.3

The Borough Council will expect a contribution to be provided to be used towards the
improvement of existing community facilities in the locality for example medical facilities etc.
Those facilities for which any monies will be provided towards will be agreed and secured
through a Section 106 agreement.

5.3

Access, Highways and Transportation
Access

5.3.1

The onus rests with the developer to establish a safe and satisfactory access. This may
comprise of a roundabout on Radbourne Lane at the south-east edge of the site frontage, with
a separate ‘emergency only’ access being provided to the north east of the site access, also
located on Radbourne Lane. A new access will be expected to provide an element of traffic
calming on Radbourne Lane, which is currently the subject of a 40mph speed limit, along the
site frontage.

5.3.2

An appropriate width carriageway will need to be provided into the site, off the main point of
access. Separate pedestrian and cycle routes parallel to the access road will also need to be
provided and internal roads will be designed to secure low traffic speeds and to be safe and
attractive for pedestrians.
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Traffic Management
5.3.3

As part of the Transport Assessment, the impact of the development on the surrounding
transport network will need to be assessed and the measures which will be required to
discourage inappropriate traffic routing from the development through local residential areas
will need to be identified. This will need to include a strategy to discourage the significant
number of trips predicted from the development into Derby via the Mackworth Estate. The
Borough Council will require a financial contribution to be provided towards implementing these
measures.
Pedestrian and Cycle Links

5.3.4

To encourage residents to travel by bicycle there needs to be good cycle connections within
the development that link in with existing cycle routes including National Cycle Route 54,
connecting the development with Mackworth, Mickleover and Derby.. PPG13: Transport also
states that cycling has potential to substitute for short car trips, particularly those under 5km,
and to form part of a longer journey by public transport. The Transport Assessment will need to
examine arrangements for cyclists.

5.3.5

Pedestrian links will need to be provided and improved both adjacent to and away from the
proposed development roadways. These strengthened linkages will create the potential to feed
into existing routes serving numerous local facilities.

5.3.6

In areas outside the site which are not owned by the developer, the Borough Council will
require a financial contribution towards footpath and cycleway improvements.
Public Transport

5.3.7

There may a requirement for additional bus stops on Radbourne Lane to ensure that new
dwellings are no further than a 400m walk from public transport as recommended by the
Institution of Highways and Transportation (IHT) ‘Planning for Public Transport in
Developments’. The bus stops will need to be designed to the standards of the Highway
Authority to make sure they are easily accessible to elderly and disabled people and parents
with children.

5.3.8

As stated in PPG13: Transport, for trips over 3 miles (5km), public transport is the main
alternative mode of transport to the private car. Therefore in order to secure a greater degree of
sustainability and maximise public transport travel opportunities into and out of the main
employment areas of Derby, there may also be a requirement to extend existing bus services.
This will be assessed as part of the Transport Assessment submitted with a planning
application. Measures to improve the sustainability of the site in transport terms will also be
incorporated into a robust Travel Plan, taking into account the adjacent existing communities
and the need for public transport to be provided to and from schools.
A38/A52 Markeaton Junction Improvements

5.3.9

The Highways Agency has stated that in view of the prospect of the A38 junction grade
separation improvements being completed no earlier than 2014, consideration should be given
to making interim improvements at Markeaton junction. This consideration should be examined
within the Transport Assessment and take into account of the impact of other development
proposals in the locality which will impact upon the highway network.
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5.3.10

The Borough Council will require a financial contribution towards these interim improvements,
the scale of which will be established in the Transport Assessment.
A52/Radbourne Lane Junction Improvements

5.3.10

Consultation should be undertaken with the relevant Highway Authorities prior to the
submission of any planning application to establish the requirements for improvements at the
A52/Radbourne Lane junction. Such improvements should be designed so as to not detract
from the setting of Kedleston Hall Historic Park and Garden or Mackworth Conservation Area.
Transport Assessment

5.3.11

Consultation should be undertaken with the relevant Highway Authorities prior to the
submission of any planning application, with a view to obtaining agreement on the approach
and contents of the Transport Assessment which will need to be submitted with any planning
application. This assessment will need to include a Green Travel Plan which will indicate how
the transport measures are to be delivered.

5.4

Sustainable Design, Construction and Design Quality

5.4.1

The environmental performance of buildings designed for this scheme will need to be assessed
using the new Code for Sustainable Homes launched in December 2006 by the Department for
Communities and Local Government (CLG). The Code is an environmental assessment
method for new homes and contains mandatory performance levels in six key areas:
• Energy efficiency /CO2;
• Water efficiency;
• Surface water management;
• Site Waste Management;
• Household Waste Management;
• Use of Materials.

5.4.2

The Code for Sustainable Homes has replaced ‘EcoHomes’ as the appropriate method for the
assessment of new housing in England. The Code aims to protect the environment by
providing guidance on the construction of high performance homes built with sustainability in
mind. It is expected that the performance standard for all houses will be to Code Level 3 as set
out in the Adopted Residential Development SPD.

5.4.3

Energy efficient designs and layouts will be sought and opportunities taken to incorporate
renewable energy. Buildings should be designed to accommodate discrete and appropriate bin
storage to meet the requirements of the Council’s current recycling scheme.

5.4.4

The “Manual for Streets” (2007) supersedes “Design Bulletin 32” and provides guidance on
creating better and more integrated streets & higher quality urban design. Detailed design for
the proposed street design and hierarchy should reflect the aims of this document.

5.4.5

In addition, the development proposals should follow guidance set out in CABE’s “Buildings for
Life” initiative. This aims to create more distinctive, site specific, integrated and higher quality
developments.
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5.5

Trees, Hedgerows and Ecology

5.5.1

Natural England’s standards recommend people living in towns and cities should have access
to places of wildlife interest. Residential development should demonstrate that it will accord
with the Greenspace Standards in the following ways:
1. No person should live more than 300 metres (5 minutes walk) from their nearest area of
natural green space of at least 2 hectares in size.
2. There should be provision of at least 1 hectare of Local Nature reserve per 1,000
population.
3. There should be provision of at least one accessible 20 hectare site within 2 km from
home.
4. There should be one accessible 100 hectare site within 5km.
5. There should be one accessible 500 hectare site within 10km.

5.5.2

A landscape area along the western boundary joining Skitteridges Wood will be within 300
metres of all residential dwellings on site. In addition, public open space will need to be made
available within the site and existing playing fields and a sports ground are located adjacent to
Radbourne Lane, south of the development on a Green Wedge designated by Derby City
Council. Local Nature Reserve, Allestree Park (130 hectares), is located approximately 5km to
the north east. Markeaton Park is over 70 hectares and is located within 2km of the site.
Kedleston Hall Historic Park and Garden is 400 hectares and located 3 km north of the site. In
general terms, the Mackworth site satisfies these wide ranging requirements.

5.5.3

The design of the development should enable the retention and protection of as many trees
and hedgerows as possible including those adjoining the site as part of Skitteridges Wood. A
development requirement will also be to reinforce Skitteridges Wood to create a uniform width
along the length of the northern boundary of the site.

5.5.4

Any removal of trees and hedgerows within the site, due to their current condition, should be
replaced with semi mature tress and hedgerows of the same species. An Arboricultural Impact
Assessment (AIA) will need to be submitted in support of any planning application for the site.
This should include a Tree Protection Plan clearly identifying the trees to be removed and
those that are to be retained. Any trees to be retained will be protected in accordance with the
latest guidance during construction and any works to the trees and hedgerows will be identified
in a Landscape Report to accompany a planning application.

5.6

Drainage

5.6.1

The site slopes naturally towards Radbourne Lane and away to the west on the western
boundary. A number of drainage solutions for surface water could be achieved, one of which is
via balancing ponds located on the eastern and western boundaries. The exact size and
location of the ponds, if required, are subject to detailed design. Any development must also
have adequate means of disposing storm water on site in a sustainable manner, where this is
achievable. If the disposal of some of the surface water has to be off site, this should also be
done in a sustainable manner.
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5.7

Illustrative Masterplan – Key Features

5.7.1

An illustrative masterplan for the site has been developed around the following key features:
• The reinforcement of Skitteridges Wood;
• The inclusion of a landscape area along the western boundary to ensure the development
sits well within the site and below the ridgeline;
• A core area of public open space within the development to provide for the needs of
residents, including play equipment for younger children;
• A safeguarded area for provision of local shopping and community facilities should there be
a demand;
• A principal vehicular access point onto Radbourne Lane with a secondary access on to
Radbourne Lane for emergencies only;
• A network of pedestrian/cycle routes through the site and linking to local services and
facilities;
• Visual corridors through the site north towards the woodland along the retained Bonnie
Prince Charlie footpath and west towards the open countryside.
These key features are incorporated into the illustrative masterplan (Figure 5).
demonstrates how development could be accommodated within the site.

5.7.2

This

However, it should be emphasised that the site could be developed in a number of ways whilst
still adhering to the constraints and opportunities and the urban design principles. Figure 5 is
therefore not a prescriptive solution.
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Figure 5: Illustrative Masterplan
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6

Urban Design Principles

6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

The principles and objectives of urban design are central to achieving a sustainable form of
development on the site. These and the manner in which the proposed development can
respond to them are detailed in this section. This includes the following:
1. Movement Network
2. Open Space Strategy
3. Densities and Building Heights
4. Legibility

6.1.2

The location of the site and the proposed scale of development provide the opportunity to
create a distinctive character having regard to current government guidance, without the need
to replicate the form and character of existing built development within the locality.

6.2

Movement Network

6.2.1

The main principle of the movement and highway network is to create a hierarchy of connected
routes that help to define a permeable development both within the site and to the surrounding
areas. This should reflect the guidance in “Manual for Streets”.

6.2.2

The street hierarchy should be based on the following characteristics:
• “Main Street” circulation, where potential for on-street parking exists plus inclusion of
‘boulevard’ tree planting and the potential for mixed use development. A parallel cycle path
is also possible;
• ”Avenue Streets”, again where on-street parking is possible; potential for some avenue tree
planting;
• “Lanes” (Shared surface areas), where pedestrians have priority over vehicles and the
definition of the carriageways is reduced.
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Figure 6: Movement Network
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Parking
6.2.3

The parking strategy will provide a variety of parking regimes across the site, including on
street, on plot, courtyard and rear parking areas so that cars can be assimilated into the
development.

6.2.4

Any rear parking areas will require natural surveillance from some dwellings for security
reasons.

6.2.5

The maximum parking standards need to reflect those set out in Appendix 3 of the Adopted
Amber Valley Borough Local Plan.
Pedestrians and Cyclists

6.2.6

It is envisaged that all streets will be suitable for cyclists and so the permeable street system
will enable good connectivity for both pedestrians and cyclists alike. Dedicated cycleways
could be incorporated into the scheme (as shown) to help reinforce the connections onto
Radbourne Lane and the wider area.

6.2.7

The Bonnie Prince Charlie footpath will need to be retained and reinforced as an important
feature through the development, connecting Mackworth Fields Farm to Skitteridges Wood.

6.3

Block Structure

6.3.1

The creation of urban blocks is fundamental to the success of this solution. This involves the
principle of defining the public streets with well defined built development frontage. This
frontage will be quite continuous (terraced) in the high/ medium density areas but can become
more fragmented with detached and semi detached dwellings in the low density areas.

6.3.2

The blocks may contain central/rear courtyards for parking with two entrances/exits which need
to be well overlooked by dwellings and defined to create the sense of ownership and security.

6.3.3

All public and semi/private areas will need to be overlooked to create safe and secure
environments.

6.4

Densities and Building Heights

6.4.1

The principle is to create a range of densities across the site, ranging from 30 -35units /ha (low
density) to 35-40 units/ha (medium/higher density) with the highest densities being located on
the eastern boundary and the lowest along the more sensitive western boundary.
Development should also help to reinforce the highway hierarchy by reflecting and enhancing
the street type and its characteristics. This will enhance the ‘legibility’ through the site with a
maximum of 3-storey development along the primary routes, 2-3 storeys along the secondary
routes and 2 storeys predominantly along the tertiary routes.
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6.5

Open Space Strategy

6.5.1

The principles of the open space/landscape strategy are as follows;
• To retain as many of the existing landscape features as possible. This includes;
• Existing trees with Category’s A or B status. The trees protected by a Tree Preservation
Order along Radbourne lane are poor quality and have been identified for removal.
Mitigation through the planting of new trees should be carried out. The retained trees will
have sufficient space round them to allow for both tree protection during construction (refer
to Arboricultural report) and space to mature. The illustrative masterplan therefore shows
these trees within incidental and strategic open space areas.
• Existing hedgerows should be retained where possible to provide both East/West and
North/South linkage to the site boundaries. However, it is recognised that the hedgerows will
need to be broken to allow for access roads & footways although these should be kept to a
minimum. Existing hedgerows should be positively integrated into the scheme and the
western boundary hedgerow will be reinforced with additional planting to increase its width
to 4m.

6.5.2

The scheme will also provide for Public Open Space (POS) in accordance with policy LC1 of
the Local Plan equivalent to 56 sq. metres per dwelling. This generates a requirement for
3.36ha of POS, based on a maximum of 600 dwellings. The POS requirement should be met
through a combination of on-site provision and financial contributions towards the enhancement
of existing off site provision in the locality. On site provision should comprise the following:
• A 1ha formal park in the centre of the development that will include a Locally Equipped Area
of Play (LEAP) in accordance with National Playing Association Standards (NPFA).
• A minimum 25m wide landscape area on the western boundary which will need to be
accessible to the public to provide an informal open space and help ‘soften’ the western
edge of development from views to the west. This area will be planted with groups of native
trees and shrubs and areas shall be left as grassland (wildflower) to increase the site
biodiversity and to mitigated for loss of any grassland habitat. The area would also be
appropriate for any additional SUDS balancing water features or swales.

6.5.3

Other landscape enhancements within the site should include:
• Increasing the width of Skitteridges Wood on the north western and north eastern sections
with native woodland species to reflect the existing woodland mix. This will strengthen the
northern boundary and screen any sensitive views from the north.
• An attractive landscape frontage onto the entrance into the site from Radbourne Lane and a
landscaped area along the southern boundary to accommodate balancing pond features or
swales as part of the SUDS (Sustainable Urban Drainage System) scheme.
• Incorporate a variety of ‘urban’ squares and incidental spaces that provide social meeting
spaces and focal areas within the development.
• Provide a landscape corridor for Bonnie Prince Charlie walk.

6.5.4

The enhancements identified in the paragraph above should not be regarded as contributing
towards the overall POS requirement.
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6.5.5

An additional buffer may be required along the southern boundary to assimilate any noise from
the adjacent dog kennels and on the eastern section of the northern boundary adjacent to the
reservoir. Further baseline assessment work is required to fully understand the degree of noise
impact caused by both the kennels and any high frequency noise source within the reservoir
buildings before a decision on the form and width of the buffer can be made. Any measures
proposed should be appropriate to the location and adjacent uses particularly in terms of visual
impact on the character of the landscape.

6.5.6

The Council will require maintenance arrangements to be put in place for all open space, trees,
hedgerows and other planting within and immediately adjacent to the site, including
Skitteridges Wood, as part of the development process.
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Figure 7: Open Space Strategy
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6.6

Legibility

6.6.1

The overall aim is to create an integrated combination of the highway hierarchy, open space
structure and distribution of densities and storey heights which would result in a development
that is ‘legible’ and easy to get around and to orientate oneself, rather than a series of cul-desacs which make navigation very difficult.
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Figure 8: Townscape Legibility
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7

Planning Application Preparation, Conditions
and Developer Contributions

7.1.1

Any planning application for development at Radbourne Lane will need to be supported by an
appropriate range of information, including a Transport Assessment, to enable proper
assessment of proposals against the development plan policies and other material
considerations. The information required is included in the Borough Council’s Major
Development Checklist for planning applications (see www.ambervalley.gov.uk).
A
Sustainability Appraisal has been undertaken parallel to this SPD but further work may need to
be undertaken in support of a planning application. In addition, there will be a requirement for a
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment to be made as part of an Environmental Statement
to be submitted with a planning application.

7.1.2

Any planning application for the overall site will also need to be accompanied by detailed
proposals for the phasing of development.

7.1.3

The type and level of any conditions and obligations will depend on the nature and scale of any
proposed developments and the nature of planning submissions, i.e. whether the related
benefits are on-site which could be covered by condition or off-site which require a legal
agreement. They are likely to include:
On-site:
• Provision of 1ha of formal Public Open Space to include landscaping and junior play
equipment.
• Provision of Affordable Housing.
• Enhancement of Bonnie Prince Charlie Footpath to provide a footpath/cycleway to modern
standards. Within the site a green landscaped buffer should be provided either side of the
footpath to include provision for cyclists taking account of any appropriate existing cycle
networks in Derby City.
• New planting on site, in particular, widening of Skitteridges Wood and provision of planting
on the western boundary.
• Arrangements for the long-term maintenance of all new and existing landscape features by
the developer.
• An area reserved for local shopping provision.
• The construction of and on-going maintenance costs of all works to provide sustainable
drainage systems, water balancing ponds and/or swales,

Off-Site: (involvement of the Borough Council/Derbyshire County Council and Derby City
Councils)
• Contributions to the improvement of existing public open space and recreational facilities
within the locality;
• Production of a Green Travel Plan;
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• Contributions towards existing Primary School and Secondary education facilities;
• Contribution towards community facilities;
• Provision of or contributions towards Public Transport / Highway Improvement Works,
particularly the junction of the A52 Ashbourne Road with Radbourne Lane as required by
Local Plan Policy H1d and interim improvements to the A38/A52 Markeaton junction as
required by the Highways Agency. These contributions to be determined by the submission
of the Transport Assessment.
7.1.4

A contribution towards any measures identified in the Transport Assessment required to
discourage inappropriate traffic routing from the development through local residential areas,
particularly the Mackworth Estate

7.1.5

A contribution to link footpath and cycle routes within the site to National Cycle Route 54 and to
local facilities through on-highway pedestrian and cycle provision. These contributions to be
determined by the submission of the Transport Assessment.
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Appendix 1
National Government Guidance of particular relevance to Radbourne Lane

Policy No.
PPS1
Supplement to PPS1
PPS3
PPS7
PPS9
PPS12
PPG13
PPG 15
PPG16
PPG17
PPS22
PPS23
PPG24
PPS25

Title
Delivering Sustainable Development
Planning and Climate Change (draft)
Housing
Sustainable Development in Rural Areas
Nature Conservation
Local Development Frameworks
Transport
Planning and the Historic Environment
Archaeology and Planning
Planning for Open Space, Sport and Recreation
Renewable Energy
Planning and Pollution Control
Planning and Noise
Development and Flood Risk
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Appendix 2
Policies of the Draft RSS8 of particular relevance to Radbourne Lane

Policy No.
Policy 1
Policy 3
Policy 15
Policy 26
Policy 28
Policy 29
Policy 30
Policy 31
Policy 38
Policy 41
Policy 46

Title
Regional Core Objectives
Promoting Better Design
Regional Priorities for Affordable Housing
Protecting and Enhancing the Regions Natural and Cultural Heritage
Priorities for Enhancing the Region’s Biodiversity
Regional Priorities for Managing and Increasing Woodland Cover
Priorities for the Management and Enhancement of the Region’s Landscape
Regional Priorities for the Historic Environment
Regional Priorities for Energy Reduction and Efficiency
Regional Transport Objectives
Regional Car Parking Standards
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Appendix 3
Policies of the Current RSS8 of particular relevance to Radbourne Lane

Policy No.
Policy 1
Policy 4
Policy 18
Policy 27
Policy 28
Policy 29
Policy 30
Policy 31
Policy 40
Policy 42
Policy 47

Title
Regional Core Objectives
Promoting Better Design
Regional Priorities for Affordable Housing
Protecting and Enhancing the Regions Natural and Cultural Assets
Priorities for Enhancing the Region’s Biodiversity
Regional Priorities for Managing and Increasing Woodland Cover
Priorities for the Management and Enhancement of the Region’s Landscape
Regional Priorities for the Historic Environment
Regional Priorities for Energy Reduction and Efficiency
Core Strategy and Regional Transport Objectives
Car Parking Standards
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Appendix 4
Saved Policy of the Joint Structure Plan of particular relevance to Radbourne Lane
Note: This policy will be saved until the adoption of the new Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS8)

Policy No.
Housing Policy 9

Title
Amber Valley Borough
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Appendix 5
Amber Valley Borough Council Local Plan policies of particular relevance to Radbourne Lane.
Policy No.

Title

LS1
LS2
LS3
LS4
LS5
H1
H2
H10
H12
TP1
TP2 and TP3
TP6
EN33
ENC35
LC1
LC2
LC3

Sustainable Development
Community Safety
Design
Accessibility
Provision of Infrastructure and Community Benefits in Conjunction with Development
Provision of Housing Development
Phasing of Housing Development
Affordable Housing
Quality and Design Of Housing Development
The Impact Of Development On The Transport Network
Walking and Cycling
Car Parking
Setting of the Historic Park and Garden at Kedleston Hall
Use Of Renewable Energy Resources
Provision for Outdoor Playing Space
Children’s Play Area
Playing Fields, Parks and Informal Open Spaces
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Produced by Amber Valley Borough Council in conjunction with:

3 Foxcombe Court
Wyndyke Furlong
Abingdon Business Park
Abingdon
Oxfordshire
OX14 1DZ

Miller Homes (East Midlands) Ltd
2 Centro Place
Pride Park
Derby
DE24 8RF
Tel: 0870 336 4400

Tel: 01235 468700
www.millerhomes.co.uk
www.scottwilson.com

Lavigne Lonsdale
38 Belgrave Crescent
Camden
Bath
BA1 5JU

Arndale Court
Headingley
Leeds
LS6 2UJ

Tel: 01225 421539

Tel: 0113 2787111

www.lavignelonsdale.co.uk

www.wyg.com

Town Hall
Market Place
Ripley
DE5 3BT
Tel: 01773 570222
www.ambervalley.gov.uk
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